Stampin’ Template - 3 Paneled Pa1erned Papers
Showcase the coordina8on of pa1erned paper with this simple layout.
Supplies Needed
• 1 x 4” Basic White or a neural CS
• 5 1/2” x 8 1/2” card base coordinating CS
• 1 3/4” x 4” patterned paper (3 pieces that coordinate )
• 2 1/4” Circle Punch (or circle die) in CS Vellum
• Pick a Punch option to edge the white CS strip
• Scraps for focal point
• Embellishments or ribbon
• Greeting image that is horizontal
• A focal point image
Directions
1. Stamp the greeting image on the White cardstock strip near the right edge, leaving
room to punch the end of the strip with your favorite Pick a Punch (or use scissors to
create a Plag end).
2. Attach the 3 pieces of patterned paper on the front of the card base being sure to make
them touch edges with each other. Choose patterns that coordinate with each other. If
one of the pieces has a pattern with multiple colors that pulls all the pieces together, put
that piece in the center. Polka-dots, stripes, and plaids all work well with other patterns.
Try to stick with 3-5 colors total.
3. Punch or die cut a cardstock vellum circle to use as a base for the focal point image.
4. Punch or die cut a focal point image and attach to the top of the cardstock vellum circle.
Attach the end of the greeting strip to the bottom of the vellum circle, hiding the end
under the focal point.
5. Add Stampin’ Dimensionals to the back of the strip and under the vellum circle to lift up
the entire focal point/greeting layer over the patterned paper.
6. Add an embellishment of some kind to either the end of the greeting strip or near the
focal point image.
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